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A structural scaffold embedding brain cells and vasculature is known as

extracellular matrix (ECM). The physical appearance of ECM in the central

nervous system (CNS) ranges from a diffused, homogeneous, amorphous,

and nearly omnipresent matrix to highly organized distinct morphologies

such as basement membranes and perineuronal nets (PNNs). ECM changes

its composition and organization during development, adulthood, aging,

and in several CNS pathologies. This spatiotemporal dynamic nature of

the ECM and PNNs brings a unique versatility to their functions spanning

from neurogenesis, cell migration and differentiation, axonal growth, and

pathfinding cues, etc., in the developing brain, to stabilizing synapses,

neuromodulation, and being an active partner of tetrapartite synapses in the

adult brain. The malleability of ECM and PNNs is governed by both intrinsic

and extrinsic factors. Glial cells are among the major extrinsic factors that

facilitate the remodeling of ECM and PNN, thereby acting as key regulators

of diverse functions of ECM and PNN in health and diseases. In this review, we

discuss recent advances in our understanding of PNNs and how glial cells are

central to ECM and PNN remodeling in normal and pathological states of the

CNS.

KEYWORDS

perineuronal nets (PNNs), astrocytes, extracellular matrix (ECM), microglia, PV
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Introduction

In 1895, Hens Gierke proposed the idea of a homogeneous and amorphous ground
substance that embeds neuroglia and forms the structural architecture of the brain
(Celio, 1999). Soon after, in 1898 Camillo Golgi described a pericellular coating
around specific neurons in his seminal study on the eponymous Golgi complex (Celio
et al., 1998; Celio, 1999). After nearly a century of relative obscurity, these structures
unambiguously established themselves as different forms of neuroglial-embedding
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extracellular matrix (ECM) known as interstitial matrix
and perineuronal nets (PNNs). Brain ECM is rich in
hyaluronan (HA), chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs),
and glycoproteins, with a minor proportion of fibrous proteins.
Together in conjunction with water, ions, and secreted
molecules, ECM creates a functionally dynamic extracellular
milieu that provides structural support and effectuates diverse
neuromodulatory functions (Hrabetova et al., 2018; Fawcett
et al., 2019).

A large fraction of ECM is homogeneous and amorphous;
however, several morphologically distinct forms are distributed
throughout the brain (Fawcett et al., 2019; Patel et al., 2019;
Chaunsali et al., 2021). A thin sheet-like condensation of
ECM molecules on the pial surface and around parenchymal
vasculature forms basement membranes (BMs) which carries
out structural, signaling, and barrier functions. Another
phenotypic specialization of ECM is PNN, which is a
lattice-like condensation predominantly juxtaposing the soma,
dendrites, and axon initial segment (AIS). A vast majority of
PNN-expressing neurons are fast-spiking parvalbumin (PV)-
expressing GABAergic neurons; however, several non-PV
neurons also express PNNs (Lensjø et al., 2017a; Patel et al.,
2019; Chaunsali et al., 2021). Brain ECM, including PNNs,
is spatiotemporally malleable and maintains a characteristic
composition and structural organization at different stages of
pre and postnatal development, adulthood, aging, and central
nervous system (CNS) pathologies. The key advantage of the
malleability appears to be a functional versatility, owing to which
the ECM and PNNs perform diverse functions at specific stages
of life. Since functional versatility is predominantly determined
by spatiotemporal dynamics, the central question arises; what
regulates the ECM and PNN dynamics and thereby critically
determines their functions?

Recent studies suggest that the structural organization of
ECM and PNNs, and therefore their functions, are regulated by
intrinsic mechanisms- driven by neurons- as well as extrinsic-
driven primarily by glial cells (Wiese et al., 2012; Rowlands
et al., 2018; Crapser et al., 2021; Ribot et al., 2021). CNS
glia, including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and microglia are
capable of producing ECM and PNN components and are
significant sources of ECM during development and adulthood
(Wiese et al., 2012; Song and Dityatev, 2017). In addition,
astrocytes excessively produce ECM molecules under several
CNS pathologies, effectuating both protective and detrimental
outcomes (Fitch and Silver, 2008; Kim et al., 2016, 2017;
George and Geller, 2018). Besides producing ECM molecules
of structural and signaling utility, astrocytes release an array
of diverse matrix-remodeling proteases and their inhibitors to
tightly control the structural integrity of PNNs and ECM (Fitch
and Silver, 2008; Patel et al., 2019; Chaunsali et al., 2021).

While astrocytes are mainly engaged with the synthesis and
release of ECM and their proteolytic enzymes, it is microglia
that contribute significantly to the continuous elimination

of the ECM molecules due to their characteristic phagocytic
property. Normally, the homeostatic states of ECM and PNNs
are maintained by a constitutive expression of ECM and
proteases by neurons and astrocytes, as well as clearance
by microglia. However, as seen in several recent studies
on epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Huntington’s disease
(HD), neuropathic pain, etc., dysfunctional microglia leads to
abnormal clearance or accumulation of the ECM and PNNs
contributing to the pathology (Tewari et al., 2018; Patel et al.,
2019; Crapser et al., 2020b, 2021; Chaunsali et al., 2021; Carceller
et al., 2022; Tansley et al., 2022).

In this review, we discuss the classic roles of and recent
advances in the functions of ECM and PNNs, followed by the
role of glial cells in ECM and PNN remodeling in healthy
brain and pathologies. These roles suggest a pivotal contribution
of glial cells to this remodeling process and thus encourage a
discussion on a glia-centric approach to treatment strategies.

Structure and functions of
extracellular matrix and
perineuronal nets in the central
nervous system

Extracellular matrix is present in all tissues of the body as
a structural framework of amorphous and diffused interstitial
matrix; however, brain ECM is unique in its composition
and organization. From a composition point of view, a major
fraction of the brain ECM consists of glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs), proteoglycans, and glycoproteins, with a negligible
fraction of fibrous proteins which is contrary to the fibrous
protein-rich ECM in a majority of other tissues (McRae and
Porter, 2012). Another key feature of the brain ECM is its
structural organization into distinct forms such as thin sheets
of BMs and highly condensed pericellular coats of PNNs.

Basement membranes

Basement membrane is an organized ECM assembly in the
form of thin sheets that surround the pial surface (meningeal
BM) and brain vasculature (vascular BM) (Thomsen et al.,
2017). Similar to other forms of ECM, the BMs also show a
spatiotemporally dynamic composition which determines their
functions at different stages of life. By and large, collagen
IV, laminins (1–5), nidogens (1 and 2), and heparin sulfate
proteoglycans (HSPGs) (perlecan and agrin) are the most
static components (Thomsen et al., 2017). On the other hand,
insoluble fibronectin, fibulins, thrombospondins (TSPs), and
secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC) are more
dynamic and are expressed at specific developmental and
pathophysiological states (Thomsen et al., 2017). Besides serving
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as a major route via which fluids and soluble molecules enter
and leave the brain, BMs provide structural support by acting
as an adhesive substrate for cells to anchor to and mediate
signal transduction via integrin and other transmembrane
matrix receptors (Baeten and Akassoglou, 2011). Meningeal
BM is critical for brain development and the absence of the
BM or its constituents causes abnormal brain development
(Halfter et al., 2002). The vascular BM plays a critical role
in maintaining the blood-brain barrier (BBB), as evidenced
by BBB disruption and cerebrovascular defects in the absence
of BM components such as laminins (Yao et al., 2014) and
collagens (Engelhardt, 2003; Jeanne et al., 2015). In several CNS
disorders, predominantly in stroke and traumatic brain injury
(TBI), BBB disruption is associated with an altered BM, causing
an infiltration of otherwise impermeable serum components
and immune cells to trigger inflammation and subsequently
neuroglial dysfunctions (Thomsen et al., 2017). Extravasation
of blood proteins fibrinogen and albumin trigger molecular
changes in astrocytes, transforming them into their reactive state
which in turn further remodels the ECM and forms glial scars
(Kim et al., 2016, 2017) (discussed later).

Interstitial matrix

Historically, the idea of ECM was pioneered as a neuroglia-
embedding structural framework of a diffused, amorphous, and
ubiquitously distributed ground substance in the extracellular
space (ECS) (Celio, 1999). This form is now known as interstitial
matrix and constitutes the highest fraction of brain ECM.
Interstitial matrix fills nearly the entire ECS and embeds
other phenotypes of ECM such as perineuronal, perisynaptic,
and perinodal matrices (Engelhardt, 2003; Lau et al., 2013;
Fawcett et al., 2019). The meshwork of the interstitial matrix
consists of hyaluronan, proteoglycans, tenascins, link proteins,
glycoproteins such as laminins and fibronectin, and a relatively
small fraction of fibrous proteins such as collagens and elastin
(Rauch, 2007; Lau et al., 2013; Lei et al., 2017). Several
transmembrane and membrane-coupled proteins and receptors
including CD44, receptor for hyaluronan-mediated motility
(RHAMM), Stabilin-2, TNFIP6, SHAP, TLR-2, and TLR-4
are connected directly with the hyaluronan to anchor and
stabilize the ECM (Jiang et al., 2011). Similarly, chondroitin
sulfate binds to several transmembrane receptors including
RPTPσ, LAR, RPTPδ, and Nogo receptors as well as adhesion
molecules including NCAM and integrins (Yu et al., 2018).
The interstitial matrix harbors ions, secreted molecules such
as growth factors and neuromodulatory agents, and most
importantly, provides a high hydration capacity to maintain ECS
volume and thereby normal brain activity (Perkins et al., 2017;
Hrabetova et al., 2018).

A large fraction of diffused interstitial matrix coats the
synapses, forming a perisynaptic matrix, and is involved in

synaptogenesis and plasticity often under the regulation of
matrix remodeling enzymes (Orlando et al., 2012; Korotchenko
et al., 2014; Fawcett et al., 2019). Depletion of perisynaptic
HA affects synaptic potentiation by altering the lateral mobility
of AMPARs (Frischknecht et al., 2009) as well as the activity
of L-type voltage-dependent calcium channels (L-VDCCs) at
synaptic terminals (Kochlamazashvili et al., 2010). Similarly,
Tenascin-C (Tn-C) deficiency impairs synaptic plasticity
by altering L-VDCCs signaling, however, Tenascin-R (Tn-R)
deficiency, which is expressed around perisomatic synapses,
alters NMDAR-dependent LTP by reducing the perisomatic
inhibition (Evers et al., 2002; Hayani et al., 2018). More recently,
Tn-R appears to be recycled at the active synapse in an
activity-dependent manner influencing the synaptic structure
(Dankovich et al., 2021). These studies suggest a pivotal role of
interstitial matrix molecules in effectuating the dynamic changes
at synapses.

Besides PNNs, few other specialized phenotypes of the
ECM are embedded largely within the diffused interstitial
matrix. For example, perinodal ECM is a condensed
form of ECM around the nodes of Ranvier (Bekku and
Oohashi, 2019) consisting of Tn-R, brevican, versican,
phosphacan, Bral1, and neurocan (Susuki et al., 2013). Tn-
R plays an essential role in axonal functions presumably
by acting as an ion diffusion barrier (Bekku and Oohashi,
2019) as evidenced by decreased axonal conduction
velocity in the optic nerve in Tn-R deficient condition
(Weber et al., 1999). Axonal coats are another phenotypic
specialization of ECM which are rich in CSPGs, including
aggrecan and brevican; however their functional relevance
is elusive (Morawski et al., 2012; Jäger et al., 2013).
Recent studies support the presence of brevican and NG2
expressing axonal coats surrounding myelinated axons in
human brains and are suggested to aid axonal properties
(Pantazopoulos et al., 2022).

Perineuronal nets

Historically, PNNs have been the most intriguing yet
enigmatic ECM structures. PNNs are widely expressed in
several brain regions including the cerebral cortex, amygdala,
striatum, and hippocampus (Morikawa et al., 2017; van’t Spijker
and Kwok, 2017; Ulbrich et al., 2021) as well as in the
spinal cord (Irvine and Kwok, 2018) of rodents and humans
(Chaunsali et al., 2021; Carceller et al., 2022). PNNs are
predominantly present on the fast-spiking PV interneurons;
however, a small population of other inhibitory and excitatory
neurons in brain and spinal cord express PNNs (Irvine
and Kwok, 2018; Chaunsali et al., 2021). The typical lattice
of PNN is a ternary complex of hyaluronan, link proteins
(HAPLNs), proteoglycans of the lectican family or CSPGs
including aggrecan, brevican, versican, and neurocan, and
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tenascin glycoproteins (Tn-C, Tn-R). PNNs can be visualized by
fluorescently labeled antibodies that bind to the core proteins
or by lectins such as Wisteria floribunda agglutinin (WFA) that
bind the GAGs sidechains (Fawcett et al., 2019; Tewari and
Sontheimer, 2019; Figure 1A). The cavities of the PNN lattice
on the soma, AIS, and dendrites house both excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic terminals (Fawcett et al., 2019; Carceller
et al., 2020).

The key role of anchoring the extracellular components of
PNNs to the cell membrane is performed by HA-producing
transmembrane enzymes, hyaluronic acid synthase (HAS 1-
3) (Kwok et al., 2011). HAS-associated long chains of HA
are connected directly to the link proteins (HAPLN), which
in turn bind to the CSPG core proteins. The core proteins
of lecticans also form a backbone to which numerous side
chains of sulfated GAGs are attached. Lecticans are cross-
linked by Tn-R to further secure the assembly (Figure 1B)
and a loss of aggrecan crosslinking by Tn-R impairs the PNN
assembly around dendrites (Morawski et al., 2014). Despite
being a multimolecular assembly, WFA-labeled PNNs remain
minimally distorted in the absence of single or multiple PNN
components including HA (Arranz et al., 2014), neurocan
(Zhou et al., 2001), brevican (Brakebusch et al., 2002), Tn-C
(Irintchev et al., 2005; Gottschling et al., 2019), Tn-R (Brückner
et al., 2000; Gottschling et al., 2019), and link proteins (Carulli
et al., 2010). However, as the one indispensable component of
the PNN, aggrecan deficiency leads to the absence of PNNs
(Giamanco et al., 2010; Rowlands et al., 2018) (See review
Carceller et al., 2022).

In different regions of the developing mouse brain, traces
of PNN appear at different ages and gradually achieve
fully condensed arborization in several weeks. For example,
immature PNNs can be identified in brainstem by postnatal day
4 (Brückner et al., 2000); however in the cerebral cortex and
amygdala by postnatal days 14 and 21, respectively (Brückner
et al., 2000; Horii-Hayashi et al., 2015). In humans, PNNs
appear near 8 weeks in medial prefrontal cortex and mature
around 8 years of age (Rogers et al., 2018). By and large, this
developmental trajectory of PNN formation coincides with the
critical periods of heightened neuroplasticity, in which neuronal
circuits are highly responsive to sensory inputs and brain
connections are established and strengthened in an activity-
dependent manner (Pizzorusso et al., 2002). Sensory deprivation
within the critical period permanently disrupts the normal
development of the brain circuits; however, sensory deprivation
outside the critical period or in adults does not affect neuronal
circuits and brain functioning (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965, 1970;
Reh et al., 2020). Pioneering studies have shown that preventing
PNN formation in the developing brain prolongs the critical
period of plasticity, and that disruption of PNNs outside the
critical period using a bacterial-derived enzyme Chondroitinase
ABC (ChABC) reinstates neuroplasticity similar to that of the
critical period, suggesting PNNs as the primary regulator of

the critical period plasticity (Pizzorusso et al., 2002; Wang and
Fawcett, 2012; Rowlands et al., 2018; Fawcett et al., 2019).

Despite a progressive condensation of CSPGs into PNNs in
the developing brain, the total CSPG content remains largely
unchanged- which complicates the question of mechanisms
whereby PNN CSPGs are inhibitory to neuroplasticity (Miyata
et al., 2012). Intriguingly, the plasticity-permissive nature
of the developing brain is attributed to a characteristic
sulfation pattern of the CSPGs. The developing brain exhibiting
immature PNNs and high neuroplasticity possesses a higher C6S
proportion than C4S to maintain a low C4S/C6S ratio. Over the
developmental period, the ratio changes to a higher C4S/C6S,
which not only promotes PNN maturation but also suppresses
neuroplasticity (Miyata et al., 2012; Miyata and Kitagawa, 2016;
Foscarin et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the downstream cellular and
molecular mechanism behind the inhibitory nature of a higher
C4S/C6S ratio remains elusive.

Developmental formation of PNNs is activity-dependent,
and several brain regions including barrel cortex, thalamus,
visual cortex, and vocal center in songbirds show
underdeveloped PNNs if deprived of activity, suggesting a
high malleability of PNNs (Guimarães et al., 1990; Lander et al.,
1997; Pizzorusso et al., 2002; McRae et al., 2007; Nakamura
et al., 2009). Although PNNs in the mature CNS appear to
be largely stable in a normal physiological state, emerging
evidence suggests bidirectional changes in the structure and
numerical density of PNNs on a cyclic basis as well as under
specific conditions such as drug addiction, maternal hormone
fluctuations, and chronic pain (Lasek et al., 2018; Pantazopoulos
et al., 2020; Uriarte et al., 2020; Harkness et al., 2021; Mascio
et al., 2022).

Functions of perineuronal nets

Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans are critical constituents
of the PNNs and several signaling functions of CSPGs are
independent of their phenotypic appearance as PNNs or
interstitial matrix as evidenced in the following studies. In
the extensively studied visual system, a high density of CSPGs
repels the growing retinal axons to navigate them to their target
areas in the developing brain. Conversely, depleting CSPGs
with ChABC is disruptive to the axonal guidance and misleads
the axons to non-target areas (Brittis et al., 1992; Laabs et al.,
2005). Since axonal growth and guidance is a developmental
phenomenon, the inhibitory role of CSPGs appears extraneous
in adult CNS physiology. However, in CNS injury and trauma,
the damaged axons fail to regenerate due to the CSPG-rich glial
scar at the injury site and ChABC-mediated removal of CSPGs
improves the repair and regeneration and to a certain extent,
functional recovery (Silver and Miller, 2004).

Subsequently, in adolescence, CSPGs are condensed as
PNNs, which are largely known to lock the synapses to
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FIGURE 1

Perineuronal net in mouse cerebral cortex. (A) Confocal micrograph of WFA-labeled PNN in the mouse cerebral cortex. PNN coats cell soma,
dendrites, and axon initial segment. (B) The organization of CSPGs, hyaluronan, link proteins, and tenascin on the plasma membrane forms the
assembly of PNN. CSPGs interact with their cell surface receptors to modulate intracellular signaling cascades. Scale bar 5 µm.

prevent further modifications and close the critical period of
heightened neuroplasticity as discussed in the previous section.
Intriguingly, the plasticity reinstates in the adult CNS when
PNNs are disrupted. Mechanistically, disruption of PNN or
its constituents triggers several short and long-term cellular
and molecular changes which can promote neuroplasticity.
For example, PNN depletion induces synaptic potentiation in
otherwise plasticity-resistant CA2 synapses (Carstens et al.,
2016). Brevican, a CSPG in the PNNs, is suggested to
regulate the localization of potassium channels and α-amino-3-
hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors
expression on PV cells (Favuzzi et al., 2017). At the network
level, PNN depletion affects gamma oscillations (30–80 Hz)
(Lensjø et al., 2017b) and sharp wave ripples (SWRs) (Sun
et al., 2018). Since PV neuron activity is pivotal for the
generation of gamma oscillations and SWRs, it is plausible that
neuroplasticity upon PNN depletion is partly effectuated by
the altered activity of PV neurons. These functional changes
due to PNN disruption are also accompanied by structural
changes at synapses, including alterations in the numbers
of synaptic contacts, spine dynamics, and expression of ion
channels and receptors (Frischknecht et al., 2009; Favuzzi et al.,
2017; Carceller et al., 2020). These studies suggest a variety
of ways by which PNN disruption can effectuate the synaptic
plasticity.

Perineuronal nets and interstitial matrix are by and large
composed of the same set of ECM molecules; therefore
several functions of PNNs can be considered independent of
their structural integrity. However, there are several functions
which require the organized PNN assembly with sulfated
proteoglycans (Miyata and Kitagawa, 2016; Fawcett et al., 2019).
Several signaling proteins including OTX2, Semaphorin 3a,

Narp, and reelin are trapped in the PNN lattice and activate
intracellular signaling cascades to facilitate the developmental
maturation of PV neurons (Fawcett et al., 2019). The condensed
PNN has a high density of negative charge which protects PV
neurons from extracellular stressors (Suttkus et al., 2014), which
is markedly evidenced in schizophrenia (Cabungcal et al., 2013,
2014) and AD wherein PV neurons are relatively spared due to
their PNN coats (Morawski et al., 2010, 2012).

The sulfated proteoglycans on the PNNs constitute a high-
density cloud of negative charges around the PV cells which can
attract a high concentration of Na+, K+, or Ca++ ions. During
the fast-spiking activity of PV neurons, a dynamic exchange
of Na+ and K+ ions with the stationary negative charges of
the PNNs can aid the PV neuron activity (Härtig et al., 1999;
Morawski et al., 2015). Besides the ion buffering in the ECS,
PNNs can also directly influence the spiking properties of the
PV neurons as shown by us (Tewari et al., 2018) and others
(Balmer, 2016; Wingert and Sorg, 2021). The pioneering in vitro
(Dityatev et al., 2007) and more recent studies on hippocampal
fast-spiking interneurons in situ brain slices (Favuzzi et al., 2017;
Hayani et al., 2018) report a lower firing threshold without
any changes in passive neuronal properties, however, few other
studies show a reduced spiking upon PNN disruption (Balmer,
2016; Tewari et al., 2018). This ambiguity can be attributed
to several factors including PNN disruption methods, brain
regions, experimental design, resting state, and excitatory/fast-
spiking type of PNN-expressing neurons, as discussed in detail
by Wingert and Sorg (2021).

In a mouse model of human glioma-associated epilepsy, we
observed that disruption of cortical PNNs by glioma-released
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) increases the membrane
capacitance of the PV neurons leading to a reduction in
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spike firing activity and consequently reducing the overall
inhibitory drive. Experimental disruption of PNNs mimics the
increased capacitance and reduced firing activity of PV neurons
as shown by PV neurons with disrupted PNNs in glioma
(Tewari et al., 2018), suggesting a pivotal role of PNNs in
aiding the fast-spiking properties of PV neurons. PNNs seem
to determine the activity of excitatory neurons equally well,
as evidenced in a recent study in which microglia-mediated
degradation of PNNs around excitatory projection neurons
in the spinal cord enhances their activity and induces pain-
related behavior (Tansley et al., 2022). Another example is the
induction of synaptic plasticity in CA2 neurons upon their
PNN depletion, which are otherwise resistant to potentiation
(Carstens et al., 2016).

The necessity of PNNs in CNS functioning is profoundly
evidenced in CNS disorders in which PNN disruption is
commonly observed; experimental PNN disruption largely
phenocopies the disease characteristics. In acquired forms of
epilepsies triggered by injury, stroke, and brain tumors, elevated
matrix remodeling proteases disrupt the PNNs (McRae et al.,
2012; Rankin-Gee et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016; Dubey et al.,
2017; Tewari et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2019). PNN disruption
potentially exposes the PV neurons to heightened oxidative
stress (Cabungcal et al., 2013), leading to a reduction in
the overall abundance of PV neurons and thereby further
lowering the inhibitory drive as shown by us (Tewari et al.,
2018) and others (Enwright et al., 2016; Hatcher et al., 2020).
Elimination of PNN and its constituents not only increases
the propensity of seizure and epileptiform activity in excitatory
neurons, but also causes spontaneous seizures (Arranz et al.,
2014; Rempe et al., 2018; Tewari et al., 2018; Patel et al.,
2019). These studies support the idea that PNN disruption
is not only able to generate neuronal hyperexcitability, but
that PNN disruption due to CNS insults can contribute to
the process of epileptogenesis by PV neuron dysfunction and
altered inhibition.

A similar dysfunction of PV neurons accompanied by
disrupted PNNs is evidenced in animal models and human
subjects of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and autism spectrum
disorders (Pantazopoulos and Berretta, 2016; Fawcett et al.,
2019), wherein preventing PNN disruption by blocking MMP
activity largely ameliorates disease symptoms (Levkovitz et al.,
2009; Khodaie-Ardakani et al., 2014). Several recent studies
on CNS disorders including AD (Abbott and Kepler, 1990;
Fawcett et al., 2019; Crapser et al., 2020b), HD (Crapser
et al., 2020a, 2021), multiple sclerosis (MS) (Lau et al., 2013),
and schizophrenia (Pantazopoulos et al., 2010; Mauney et al.,
2013) also show altered PNN in key brain areas. Notably, glial
contribution in PNN remodeling is explicitly evidenced in many
of these studies as discussed in later sections.

In summary, a large number of studies suggest that the
physiological functions of the PNNs and their constituents
broadly encompass developmental signaling, regulation of

neuroplasticity, modulation of neuronal activity, extracellular
ion homeostasis, and neuroprotection. In diseased states
increased proteolytic cleavage of PNNs disrupts their structural
integrity and reduces the overall abundance. Depending on
the brain area/s involved, loss of PNNs can contribute to
disease etiology predominantly by PV neuron dysfunction
and altered E-I balance, loss of neuroprotection, altered ECS
and ionic balance, and maladaptive neuroplasticity (Reichelt
et al., 2019). The causal role of PNNs in E-I imbalance
and ECM and ionic homeostasis in epilepsy appears to be
convincing; meanwhile, the causal role of PNNs in many
neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders is still in
its infancy. A vast majority of the studies on the PNNs
use ChABC or hyaluronidase enzymes which indiscriminately
cleave the GAGs of PNNs and interstitial matrix. This lack of
tools to selectively manipulate PNNs is a major limitation in
the field.

Homeostatic regulation of
extracellular matrix and
perineuronal net by central
nervous system glia

One of the classic housekeeping functions of glial cells
is the continuous secretion of ECM molecules to maintain
the architecture and extracellular milieu of the CNS. In
principle, both neurons and glial cells synthesize and secrete
ECM molecules; however, glial cells- especially astrocytes and
microglia- are the primary regulators of ECM wear and tear
in CNS pathophysiology. In this section, we discuss the role of
glial cells in the homeostatic regulation of ECM and PNN and
consequently the functional outcome.

Astrocytes, the most abundant CNS glia, are involved
in a variety of functions including neuronal migration,
secretion of growth factors and neuromodulatory molecules,
synaptogenesis, synaptic pruning, and water, ion, and
neurotransmitter homeostasis (Phatnani and Maniatis,
2015; Patel et al., 2019; Alcoreza et al., 2021). In the developing
brain, astrocytes are the predominant source of ECM molecules
including CSPGs, HA, and tenascins, which in turn serve both
structural and signaling roles (Figures 2, 3). By varying the
spatiotemporal expression of CSPGs and Tn-C, astrocytes
regulate the proliferation, maintenance, and maturation of
neuronal precursor stem cells and oligodendrocyte precursor
cells (OPCs) as well as neuronal migration, neurite outgrowth,
extension, and guidance (Powell et al., 1997; Powell and Geller,
1999; Wiese et al., 2012; Amin and Borrell, 2020; Somaiya
et al., 2022). Tn-C appears to be expressed by radial glia as
well as differentiated astrocytes, and additionally regulates the
proliferation of astrocyte progenitor cells (Karus et al., 2011).
In a quadruple knockout mouse, astrocyte-derived Tn-C, Tn-R,
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FIGURE 2

Astrocytes produce CSPGs in the developing brain. Confocal micrographs showing WFA reactivity (magenta – top left), GFP-immunolabelled
aldheGFP-expressing astrocytes (green – middle left) and neuronal marker MAP2 (blue- bottom left) in postnatal day 6 (A), and adult (B) mouse
cerebral cortex. In postnatal day 6 (A), WFA reactivity predominantly colocalizes with GFP-labeled astrocytes (A, middle right) compared to the
MAP-2 labeled neuronal processes (A, bottom right). In adult, WFA reactivity is present only in PNNs (B, top left); astrocytic (B, middle right) and
neuronal (B, bottom right) processes show no detectable WFA reactivity. Scale bar 5 µm.

FIGURE 3

Extracellular matrix remodeling by astrocytes in physiology and pathology. In physiological conditions, normal astrocytes release several ECM
molecules to govern diverse processes associated with CNS development, synaptogenesis, basement membrane and BBB formation as well as
formation of the structural scaffold of brain ECM and PNN. Astrocytes also release several proteases and regulatory molecules (italicized) to
remodel ECM and PNNs to maintain homeostatic neuroplasticity. In CNS pathologies, most prominently in trauma and injury, epilepsy, and
neurodegenerative diseases, normal astrocytes turn reactive and remodel ECM and PNN by accumulating ECM or degrading ECM and PNN by
releasing proteases (italicized) thereby effectuating beneficial and deleterious outcomes.
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brevican, and neurocan have been reported to control synapse
formation and stabilization (Geissler et al., 2013; Figure 3).

Astrocytes are the predominant source of hyaluronan that
constitutes the interstitial matrix and PNNs in the gray matter
and surrounds the myelinated fibers in white matter (Cargill
et al., 2012; Peters and Sherman, 2020). Since hyaluronan chains
of the PNN extend from the neuronal surface-bound HAS
(Fawcett et al., 2019), neurons appear to be a predominant
source of PNN-forming hyaluronan. Generally, hyaluronan is
secreted as a high molecular weight (HMW) polymer which
interacts with HA receptors such as CD44, RHAMM, or
LTR2; and triggers proliferation, differentiation, and migration
of the stem cell in developing brain (Lindwall et al., 2013;
Peters and Sherman, 2020). In the adult brain, astrocytes
produce hyaluronan as well as hyaluronan-cleaving enzyme
hyaluronidase in the subventricular zone, where adult stem cells
reside. Thus, by regulating the HA catabolism, astrocytes are
speculated to keep stem cells in a quiescent state (Lindwall
et al., 2013). In pathologies such as trauma and injury, HMW
hyaluronan can be cleaved into short fragments of low molecular
weight by hyaluronidases and MMPs (Peters and Sherman,
2020), which by and large have distinct and sometimes opposite
biological effects. By expressing both hyaluronidase and MMPs,
astrocytes play an important role in hyaluronan synthesis and
catabolism (Muir et al., 2002; Al’Qteishat et al., 2006). HA
in turn regulates the morphology of astrocytes and proper
trafficking and function of glutamate transporters by CD44-
evoked Rac1 signaling (Hayashi et al., 2019; Peters and Sherman,
2020).

Besides CSPGs, tenascins, and HA, which act as both
structural and signaling molecules, astrocytes secrete
several ECM glycoproteins known as matricellular proteins
primarily for a signaling function. By adjusting the
spatiotemporal expression of matricellular proteins such
as hevin/SPARC (Kucukdereli et al., 2011), thrombospondin
(TSP) (Christopherson et al., 2005), and Glypican 4 and 6 (Allen
et al., 2012), astrocytes control excitatory synaptogenesis in the
developing CNS (Figure 3). The expression of the majority
of matricellular proteins decreases during the later phase of
postnatal development; however reactive astrocytes upregulate
their expression in several pathological conditions, potentially
causing aberrant synaptogenesis and maladaptive plasticity
(Jones and Bouvier, 2014; Kim et al., 2016).

From a structural point of view, astrocytes, in conjunction
with capillary endothelial cells and pericytes, synthesize and
assemble ECM components to form the BM (Yao et al., 2014;
Thomsen et al., 2017). Subsequently, astrocytic perivascular
endfeet- in association with the BM and pericytes- form
the structural basis of the BBB, for whose maintenance
astrocytic laminin is indispensable (Thomsen et al., 2017). In
the parenchymal space, astrocytes secrete hyaluronan, CSPGs-
including brevican, neurocan, versican, and aggrecan- and Tn-
C in order to form and maintain interstitial matrix (Wiese et al.,
2012; Patel et al., 2019).

Although astrocytes and neurons produce aggrecan, which
in turn orchestrates PNNs, the contribution of astrocytic
aggrecan in PNN formation and maintenance can be questioned
(Song and Dityatev, 2017) as evidenced by the absence of
PNNs in neuron-specific aggrecan knockout (Rowlands et al.,
2018) and formation of ECM coatings in vitro without
astrocytes (Miyata et al., 2005; Giamanco and Matthews,
2012). However, how critical astrocytes are in maintaining
the PNNs in vivo is a frontier area of investigation. A recent
study suggests that astrocytes are key regulators of PNN
maturation and thereby critical period plasticity. During the
critical period, immature astrocytes increase connexin 30 levels,
which subsequently activates the RhoA-ROCK pathway to
suppress MMP-9 expression and allows PNN condensation and
PV cell maturation (Ribot et al., 2021). These studies suggest
that although astrocytes do not directly synthesize PNNs, they
indirectly regulate their developmental formation.

Other CNS glial cells such as OPCs and oligodendrocytes,
and microglia are also a source of ECM, but in a more restricted
manner (Pu et al., 2018). For example, oligodendrocytes and
OPCs deposit a peculiar ECM rich in Tn-C and Tn-R around the
node of Ranvier termed the perinodal ECM, which is essential
for the clustering of Na+ channels (Susuki et al., 2013; Fawcett
et al., 2019). OPCs secrete brevican during myelination and
are suggested to form axonal coats around myelinated axons
(Pantazopoulos et al., 2022). Besides being a source of CSPGs,
oligodendrocyte lineage cells are critically susceptible to CSPGs
as evidenced by inhibition of OPCs migration and maturation
into oligodendrocytes especially near the demyelinated lesion
(Lau et al., 2013). Microglia can, under special circumstances,
produce ECM molecules including CSPGs; however, their
contribution to the formation of brain ECM and PNNs is not
entirely clear (Lau et al., 2013; Pu et al., 2018). These studies
suggest that glial cells are major sources of ECM molecules
whereby ECM constituents are used as building blocks of brain
architecture as well as signaling molecules to regulate brain
development. How glial cells remodel ECM in CNS pathologies
and the consequences of said remodeling are discussed in the
next sections.

Extracellular matrix and
perineuronal net remodeling by
astrocytes in central nervous
system pathologies

In nearly all CNS pathologies, astrocytes respond by
undergoing morphological, molecular, and functional changes
that turn them into reactive astrocytes (Escartin et al., 2021).
Upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), an
intermediate filament protein, is the most common molecular
change and has been used widely as a marker for reactive
astrocytes (Patel et al., 2019; Escartin et al., 2021). In a broader
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sense, reactive astrocytes influence ECM and PNN homeostasis
by altering the expression levels of ECM as well as the matrix
remodeling proteases including MMPs. As a consequence, in
several CNS pathologies such as acquired epilepsies, TBI, MS,
and glioma, the interstitial matrix is upregulated; however,
the PNNs are disrupted or lost (Lau et al., 2013; George and
Geller, 2018; Rempe et al., 2018). This contrasting fate can be
attributed to the glial upregulation of ECM molecules at the
injury and increased expression of matrix-degrading proteases
in the surrounded areas. Interestingly, CNS disorders without
a focal injury such as schizophrenia also show glial ECM
abnormalities in conjunction with PNN disruption in several
key brain areas suggesting a potential role of glia in PNN
reduction (Pantazopoulos et al., 2010, 2015; Mauney et al.,
2013). Considering its widespread prevalence, ECM remodeling
appears to be a generic response of reactive astrocytes to a
majority of brain disorders (Figure 3).

The deleterious consequences of ECM remodeling by glial
cells are remarkable in CNS pathologies with a focal lesion
such as ischemia, glioma, MS lesion, and brain and spinal cord
injury. At the focal lesion or injury site, astrocytes turn reactive
(Escartin et al., 2021) and form a barrier or glial scar, aided
by infiltration of microglia, macrophages, meningeal cells, and
fibroblast (Rhodes et al., 2003). Scar-forming reactive astrocytes
accumulate a variety of ECM molecules, including CSPGs, HA,
tenascins, fibronectins, and laminins, and isolate the insult from
surrounding areas to limit the spread of inflammation and tissue
damage (Kim et al., 2016). In the case of traumatic injuries,
especially in the spinal cord, reactive astrocytes deposit various
CSPGs in the glial scar which inhibits neuronal recovery and
axonal regrowth (Silver and Miller, 2004; Lau et al., 2013).
Similarly, in cortical injury, reactive astrocytes highly upregulate
CSPGs and inhibit cortical axonal regeneration (McKeon et al.,
1999; Busch and Silver, 2007; Kim et al., 2016). ChABC
application to dissolve CSPGs enhances axonal growth and
functional recovery to great extent (Bradbury et al., 2002; Huang
et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2010). Interestingly, astrocyte specific
ChABC expression in transgenic mice reduced CSPG expression
after spinal cord injury and enhanced axonal growth and
recovery (Cafferty et al., 2007). These studies provide compelling
evidence of inhibitory functions of glial-derived CSPGs and can
be harnessed to generate glia-centric therapeutic tools.

Reactive astrocytes also release non-sulfated proteoglycan
HA in the glial scar areas in the brain or spinal cord lesions,
evoking beneficial and deleterious effects (Sherman et al., 2015).
The HMW HA accumulation after spinal cord injury suppresses
the activation of astrocytes as well as glial scar formation. On
the other hand, low MW hyaluronan accumulation [perhaps as
a cleavage product of HMW HA due to increased hyaluronidase
activity (Al’Qteishat et al., 2006)] promotes astrocytic activation
and proliferation (Struve et al., 2005). Following an ischemic
stroke, scar-forming astrocytes upregulate the hyaluronan as
well as HA receptor RHAMM, and are speculated to evoke

the migration of adult stem cells from the subventricular niche
to the ischemic site for repair (Lindwall et al., 2013). Glial
upregulation of HA is also evidenced in aging; however, the
downstream effects require thorough investigation (Peters and
Sherman, 2020).

Similarly to CNS trauma and injury, in MS several ECM
components such as hyaluronan, CSPGs (aggrecan, versican,
and neurocan), and glycoprotein (fibronectin and vitronectin)
are deposited around the lesion, primarily by reactive astrocytes
forming the glial scar (Lau et al., 2013). Condensed CSPGs
and HA at the lesion prevent OPC growth, differentiation,
and migration to the lesion site, thereby making remyelination
nearly impossible. Despite providing beneficial effects to the
axon growth in spinal cord injury, HA and CSPG disruption
strategies using exogenous MMPs, ChABC or hyaluronidase
have not proven promising, largely due to indiscriminate
disruption of both permissive and non-permissive ECM
components and generation of non-permissive cleavage product
(Lau et al., 2013). Since reactive astrocytes are the major CSPG
and HA-producing cells at the lesion, strategies to manipulate
the cellular machinery of CSPG and HA biosynthesis and release
can be speculatively proposed as an alternative approach.

Since PNN disruption is commonly observed in several
CNS disorders, it is a legitimate question whether astrocytes
play any role in PNN disruption in such pathologies. The
answer lies partly in the fact that astrocytes are a major
source of PNN-disrupting MMPs in both homeostatic and
diseased states. After brain injury and trauma, PNN disruption
is accompanied by upregulation of MMP-2 and MMP-3 levels by
reactive astrocytes (Muir et al., 2002; Falo et al., 2006; Lorenzo
Bozzelli et al., 2018). MMP-9 appears to be the major effector
of PNN disruption triggered by activation of TGFβ signaling
in reactive astrocytes after albumin extravasation due to BBB
disruption in various neurological insults (Kim et al., 2017).
Notably, microglia, infiltrating immune cells, and neurons are
also sources of MMPs after CNS insults; therefore astrocytes may
not be solely responsible for PNN disruption (Rosenberg, 2002).
This fact is also supported by our study on glioma-associated
epilepsy, in which PNN disruption did not spatially correlate
with reactive astrogliosis and astrocytes did not show MMP
activity (Tewari et al., 2018).

Extracellular matrix and
perineuronal net remodeling by
microglia in central nervous
system pathologies

Microglia are the resident immune cells in the brain and
are known for their classic phagocytic function of eliminating
entire cells or subcellular structures- mainly synapses- in healthy
and diseased states (Wolf et al., 2017). The developing brain
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forms an excessive number of synapses, which are subsequently
eliminated by a process known as synaptic pruning, in which
microglia play a pivotal role. In a healthy adult brain, microglia
also actively prune synapses in an effort to aid neuronal plasticity
(Wolf et al., 2017). Besides these well-known functions,
recent studies suggest a conversion of normal astrocytes to
a detrimental neurotoxic phenotype under the influence of
microglia-released cytokines IL-1α, TNF-α, and complement
protein C1q in pathological conditions (Liddelow et al., 2017).

Pioneering studies in the recent past implicate microglia
equally well in the regulation of homeostatic functions
such as ECM and PNN remodeling, eventually governing
synaptic plasticity. The classic example is a reversible
increase in the abundance and condensation of cortical
PNNs (Crapser et al., 2020a; Liu et al., 2021) and increased
brevican accumulation around hippocampal synapses upon
elimination of microglia in normal CNS (Strackeljan et al.,
2021). PNN and ECM disruption is evidenced in CNS
pathologies such as AD, wherein microglia appear to
effectuate the clearance of the ECM and PNN components
either directly, by stripping PNNs from the neuronal
surface; or indirectly, by clearing the PNN debris after
proteolytic cleavage by MMPs (Fawcett et al., 2019; Crapser
et al., 2020b, 2021). Interestingly, eliminating microglia
effectively restores the ECM components as well as PNN
(Crapser et al., 2020a,b) and can be explored further from a
therapeutic angle.

A similar role of microglia has recently been reported
in the spinal cord dorsal horn wherein peripheral nerve
injury promotes microglial degradation and endocytosis of
PNNs around projection neurons. PNN depletion activates the
projection neurons to induce pain-related behavior (Tansley
et al., 2022). Despite such explicit presentations of microglial
involvement, what triggers microglia to start stripping PNNs
and ECM components with or without proteolytic cleavage is
still an open question. At a minimum, it can be speculated
that homeostatic PNN regulation can also be regulated by
neuronally released cytokine interleukin-33 (IL-33) which
guides microglia to clear ECM to facilitate homeostatic
synaptic plasticity; a loss of IL-33 signal leads to ECM
accumulation around synapses and dendrites (Nguyen et al.,
2020). Similarly, in the developing brain, astrocytes are the
main source of IL-33, which in turn instructs microglia to
engulf redundant synapses (Vainchtein et al., 2018). Another
study revealed the role of microglial protease cathepsin-S
in maintaining a diurnal rhythm of the PNN labeling by
demonstrating modification in PNNs in a circadian manner that
coincides with the rhythmic expression of protease cathepsin-
S (Pantazopoulos et al., 2020); however, cyclic rhythm of
PNNs is still debated (Barahona et al., 2022). Collectively
these and several other recent studies (Venturino et al., 2021)
suggest microglia as an integral element of the ECM and
PNN remodeling in homeostasis and diseased states; however,

the mechanistic insight and therapeutic potential warrant
further investigation.

Metalloproteinases: Main effectors
of extracellular matrix and
perineuronal net remodeling

Despite a wide range of upstream cellular and molecular
events, the mechanisms of ECM and PNN remodeling
largely converge onto the metalloproteinases, which serve
as an immediate effector to decisively control the ECM and
PNN remodeling. Metalloproteinases are zinc-containing
endopeptidases, normally expressed by neurons, astrocytes,
microglia, and endothelial cells. However, under pathological
conditions such as ischemic stroke and brain tumors, non-
resident immune cells and tumor cells can also produce
metalloproteinases (Tewari et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2019;
Chaunsali et al., 2021). Proteolytic remodeling of ECM by
metalloproteinase is pivotal in regulating multiple physiological
and pathophysiological processes during CNS development
and survival, angiogenesis, neurogenesis, axonal growth
and regeneration, CNS injury, tumor metastasis, and
neuroinflammation (Gottschall and Howell, 2015; Rempe
et al., 2016).

Metalloproteinases consist of two families: MMP and a
disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs
(ADAMTSs). In principle, out of 24 MMPs, MMP-1–3, 7–
17, 24, and 28 are expressed in the brain under specific
pathophysiological circumstances; however, a vast majority of
them remain largely undetectable in a normal physiological state
(Rempe et al., 2016; Beroun et al., 2019). Based on substrate
specificity, major MMPs can be categorized into collagenase
(MMP-1, 8, 13); gelatinase (MMP-2, 9) which can degrade
collagen IV, fibronectin, laminin, aggrecan, gelatin, elastin, and
non-matrix substrates; and stromelysins (MMP-3, 10, 11) which
can cleave collagens I, III, IV, V, IX, and X (Nakamura et al.,
2009), fibronectin, denatured collagens, laminin, and cartilage
proteoglycans (Chang et al., 2016). ADAMTSs are equally
diverse with 19 family members, of which ADAMTSs 1, 4, 5, 9,
and 15 are expressed in specific brain regions under different
circumstances (Gottschall and Howell, 2015). ADAMTSs1,
4, and 5 are known as proteoglycanases or aggrecanases as
they can cleave major brain proteoglycans aggrecan, brevican
and versican (Kelwick et al., 2015). By and large, ADAMTSs
complement the homeostatic and pathological functions of
MMPs in developmental ECM remodeling, tissue repair after
injury, inflammation, and cancers (Song and Dityatev, 2017;
Testa et al., 2019).

Matrix metalloproteinases and ADAMTSs can collectively
cleave all elements of the ECM and PNNs as well as
several growth factors and membrane proteins (See review
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Yong et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2011; Gottschall and Howell,
2015); thus, their upstream and downstream regulations are
critically important. Indeed, the activity of metalloproteinase
is tightly regulated at multiple levels, which makes them
ideal candidates for spatiotemporally controlling the ECM
and PNN remodeling. At the transcriptional level, most of
the MMPs are expressed non-constitutively and need some
form of extrinsic signals to trigger their transcription, such as
inflammatory cytokines, growth factors, chemokines, and cell-
cell or cell-matrix interactions. Several MMPs are expressed
as inactive zymogens and need an activation process; this is
predominantly cleavage of a propeptide region by intra- and
extracellular proteases, including other MMPs. These post-
translation modifications bring another level of MMP activity
regulation. Even after MMPs are synthesized, secreted, and
activated, tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMP1-4)
can inactivate them by reversibly binding to their catalytic
site and thereby terminating the proteolytic activity (Yong
et al., 2001). Among other extrinsic regulators, activation
of neurotransmitter receptors for glutamate (Dziembowska
et al., 2012), dopamine (Mitlöhner et al., 2020), and serotonin
(Bijata et al., 2017) are shown to directly regulate MMP-
9 and ADAMTS-4 and -5 activity and subsequently trigger
neuroplasticity.

From the brain ECM perspective, MMP-2 and MMP-
9, and to a lesser extent MMP-3, are the most studied
metalloproteinases, perhaps due to their reliable detection and
measurement methods and also their involvement in multiple
processes (Dzwonek et al., 2004). MMP-2, or gelatinase A, is
expressed by both neurons and glial cells; however, astrocytes
appear to be the major source (Dzwonek et al., 2004; Brkic
et al., 2015). Functionally, mostly MMP-2, along with MMP-
9, is involved in several processes including neurogenesis,
migration, dendritic and axonal outgrowth, and guidance in
the developing brain as well as migration, regeneration, adult
neurogenesis, and angiogenesis in the adult brain (see review
Verslegers et al., 2013). In several CNS pathologies in which
PNN disruption and ECM remodeling is commonly observed-
including ischemia, traumatic brain injury, and seizures-
MMP-2 levels, especially in glial cells, are also upregulated
(Dzwonek et al., 2004; Kim and Hwang, 2011; Verslegers
et al., 2013; Quattromani et al., 2018). Despite such explicit
correlation, the decisive contribution of astrocytic MMP-2 in
PNN disruption is hard to discern due to a concomitant
release of MMP-9 from neurons which can also degrade PNNs
(Kim and Hwang, 2011).

MMP-9 is another gelatinase expressed by neurons,
astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes (Kamat et al., 2014; Song
and Dityatev, 2017) and is the most widely implicated
metalloproteinase in CNS homeostasis and pathologies. MMP-9
appears to be the key player in ECM and PNN remodeling-
induced neuroplasticity in physiological and pathological
conditions. For example, MMP-9 and MMP-2 loosen PNN

after enriched environment rearing (Foscarin et al., 2011)
or light exposure after monocular deprivation (Wen et al.,
2018b) to facilitate neuroplasticity. MMP-9 plays a pivotal
role in hippocampal-dependent plasticity, possibly by ECM
degradation and inducing surface recruitment of NMDAR
between non-synaptic and synaptic compartments, activation of
L-VDCCs, and dendritic spine modifications (Kochlamazashvili
et al., 2010; Verslegers et al., 2013). A recently reported
fundamental role of astrocytes in closing the critical period
of visual plasticity is effectuated by MMP-9. Astrocytic
connexin 30 signaling suppresses MMP-9 expression to allow
maturation of PNNs, thereby closing the critical period of
visual plasticity (Ribot et al., 2021). On the other hand,
reactive astrocytes in CNS pathologies upregulate MMP-9 via
inflammatory signaling (Kim et al., 2016). MMP-9 upregulation
correlates remarkably with disruption of the PNN in an
overwhelming number of studies on epilepsy (McRae and
Porter, 2012; Kim et al., 2016, 2017; Tewari et al., 2018;
Chaunsali et al., 2021), TBI and stroke (Kim et al., 2017),
glioblastoma (Tewari et al., 2018; Hatcher et al., 2020),
neurodegenerative (Kamat et al., 2014; Brkic et al., 2015)
and neuropsychiatric diseases, and blocking MMP-9 activity
generally prevents PNN disruption and improves the disease
pathologies (Testa et al., 2019). More recently, inhibition
of MMP-2/9 by IPR-179 showed promising antiseizure and
antiepileptogenic effects as well as improved cognitive deficits
induced by seizures (Broekaart et al., 2021). Similarly, in
genetic disorders including Fragile X Syndrome, elevated MMP-
9 correlates with PNN disruption, and genetic reduction of
MMP-9 promotes PNN formation (Wen et al., 2018a). Overall,
MMP-2 and MMP-9 are primary effectors of neuronal and
glial cell mediated ECM and PNN remodeling in health
and diseases.

MMP-3 or stromelysin-1 is an emerging ECM regulator
due to its broad substrate specificity, particularly in its
ability to activate pro-MMPs including MMP-2 and MMP-
9 (Kim and Hwang, 2011). Perhaps due to this upstream
control ability, MMP-3 level in healthy neurons is very
low to undetectable. In pathological conditions, neurons,
oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and microglia release MMP-3,
which is implicated in neuroinflammation and apoptosis
associated with several neurodegenerative disorders (Rempe
et al., 2016). Compared to MMP-9, the roles of MMP-
3 in context to PNN remodeling and neuroplasticity in
adult brains are not explicitly studied. However, MMP-
3 has largely been associated with detrimental processes
including inflammation, apoptosis, BBB breakdown,
neurodegeneration, and demyelination (Kim and Hwang,
2011; Van Hove et al., 2012).

Besides metalloproteinases, CSPGs and PNNs can also
be cleaved by tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) which
is a serine protease and classically known to dissolve blood
clots. tPA can degrade PNN directly as its substrate or via
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activating MMPs and upregulated tPA levels may be associated
with disrupted PNNs in ischemia and epilepsy (McRae and
Porter, 2012; Quattromani et al., 2018). However, whether the
homeostatic tPA expression can remodel PNNs is not known.
Endogenous hyaluronidase is another enzyme that can degrade
PNNs indirectly by cleaving the hyaluronan backbone of the
PNNs. Although hyaluronidase levels are elevated after stroke
and brain injury, not much is known about their role in the
homeostatic and pathological remodeling of ECM and PNNs
(Sherman et al., 2015; Reed et al., 2019).

Concluding remarks

Extracellular matrix forms the structural scaffold of the
brain architecture and serves both structural and signaling
functions in the developing and adult brain. PNNs are a
highly organized form of ECM and confer several functions
including neuroplasticity, ionic homeostasis, neuroprotection,
and regulation of neuronal activity. A growing body of evidence
causally links PNN disruption with the pathophysiology
of several CNS disorders such as epilepsy. Glial cells,
predominantly astrocytes, are one of the major sources of
ECM molecules in developing and adult CNS, thereby directly
influencing brain development and functions. Glial cells also
release matrix cleaving proteases which are the main effectors
of ECM and PNN remodeling during development, adulthood,
aging, and diseases. By regulating the spatiotemporal expression
of ECM molecules as well as the ECM remodeling proteases,
glial cells play a central role in ECM homeostasis in CNS
physiology and pathology. Owing to their multifaceted roles in
ECM homeostasis, glial cells appear to be promising targets for
therapeutic interventions. However, more studies are required
to understand the mechanistic insight of glial regulation of
ECM and PNNs to pinpoint the molecular pathways and
target molecules.
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